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Marittimo, which takes the name from the fusion of Mare and
Timo, was once considered a sacre island called Hiera Nesos.
The island is well known for prehistorical findings dating back
to 5000AC. Mentioned in Greek books narrating Itaca, and
inhabitated by Romans whose sacred and civil remains are still
visible. The westernmost of the Egadi, as well as the wildest and
most unspoiled. Easy to reach in 1 hour of navigation, by passing
between Favignana and Levanzo. We will spend an unforgettable
day in this paridise where cars are forbidden and only with
authorized boats you can reach its protected marine areas, full
of coves, and breathtaking caves. There are over 400 of them.
We will circunnavigating the island with stops for lunch, diving,
snorckeling and enjoying the sun accompanied by nature and its
silence. The peace of Marittimo is known for helping people to find
one’s own self and one’s inner balance.

Favignana, the Butterfly Island, also called with many different
names by historians, artists and characters of the ancient epochs,
who lived on the island, and had been mesmerized by her beauty.
Easy to reach in just 25 minutes, thanks to the powerful engines
of our boat. We will circle the island to discover the enchanting
coves and the unforgettable blue sea. Favignana is considered
the most beautiful island in the Mediterranean sea thanks to many
inlets accessible only from the sea. Depending on the wind, we will
go ashore for lunch and we will visit the historic town that bears
the name of the island, where the tuna fishermen’s experience is
the protagonist. The ancient Tonnara and Museum of the Florio
family is worth a visit. These famous merchants contributed to the
glory of Sicily in the last century. You will also be enchanted by the
colors and flavors in every gastronomic corner. Baked fish, sublime
granita in the piazzetta, the saltiness of the bottarga and the very
fragrant and tender tuna. Sea, sun, aromas and history. Favignana
is vaction home for the most discreet jet-set people.

The smallest and the most romantic of the Aegadian Islands.
Wild, solitary, and bathed by crystal clear waters, the island will
take you into a dimension where time seems to have stopped. If
you are looking for the island that is not there, you found it! Easy
to reach in just 20 minutes. We will spend the day in search of
turquoise and protected coves where to dive. In the afternoon we
can cruise through the most trasparent waters. The aperitif at “
the muretto” will be unforgettable. There is a typical little place that
offers traditional snacks and refined delicacy and exquisite local
wines. Enjoy your aperitif and maybe an hearty dinner in front of
the sea. The romantic and unforgettable return to the Sicilian coast
will be at sunset. Guests also have the option to enjoy the lunch on
the terrace of a characteristic little restaurant, partner with us. The
resturant is situated close to a beautiful villa, owned by a worldrenowned fashion designer who has chosen Levanzo as a refuge
to escape from stress.

PRICE: 800 € - MAX 8 PEOPLE Fuel not included
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THE FEE INCLUDES: Expert captain with knowledge of secret and
unique places, hostes, typical lunch on board and Casco insurance.
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THE FEE INCLUDES: Expert captain with knowledge of secret and
unique places, hostes, typical lunch on board or on the island, and
Casco insurance.

PROGRAM: meeting at 10:00 am at the pier, Columbus Yatching
club in Trapani. Departure at 10:30 for Marettimo. Cruising between
the coves. Lunch at guest’s time choise. Return at 6.30pm.
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PROGRAM: meeting at 13:00 am at the pier, Columbus Yatching
club in Trapani. Departure at 13:30 for Marettimo. Cruising between
the coves. Lunch at guest’s time choise. Return before the sunset.

CHOSE
YOUR ARBOUR
AND ENJOY YOUR RELAIS ON THE WATER
The boat hosts 6 guests during the nights, thanks to 3 double cabins,
2 bathroom with shower, 1 of which in the main bedroom. Outside
and Inside kitchen and dining room. The comfortable spaces are the
ideal solution for a unique journey on the water. Prices upon your stay
personalization.

